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Quantum correlations and entanglement are fundamental resources for quantum information and
quantum communication processes. Developments in these fields normally assume these resources
stable and not susceptible of distortion. That is not always the case, Heisenberg interactions be-
tween qubits can produce distortion on entangled pairs generated for engineering purposes (e. g.
for quantum computation or quantum cryptography). Experimental work shows how to produce
entangled spin qubits in quantum dots and electron gases, so its identification and control are crucial
for later applications. The presence of parasite magnetic fields modifies the expected properties and
behavior for which the pair was intended. Quantum measurement and control help to discriminate
the original state in order to correct it or, just to try of reconstruct it using some procedures which
do not alter their quantum nature.

Two different kinds of quantum entangled pairs driven by a Heisenberg Hamiltonian with an
additional inhomogeneous magnetic field which becoming self-distorted, can be reconstructed with-
out previous discrimination by adding an external magnetic field, with fidelity close to 1 (with
respect to the original state, but without discrimination). After, each state can be more efficiently
discriminated. The aim of this work is to show how combining both processes, first reconstruction
without discrimination and after discrimination with adequate non-local measurements, it’s possible
a) improve the discrimination, and b) reprepare faithfully the original states. The complete process
gives fidelities better than 0.9. In the meanwhile, some results about a class of equivalence for the
required measurements were found. This property lets us select the adequate measurement in order
to ease the repreparation after of discrimination, without loss of entanglement.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Bg; 03.67.Mn ; 42.50.Dv

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum information processing has been a field of in-
creasing activity in diverse areas as information theory,
control, engineering and measuring [1]. Physical ele-
ments of quantum information applications are bounded
to physical imperfections as decoherence or even self dis-
tortion by interactions between their parts. Additional
procedures have been introduced to correct these devia-
tions from desired behavior. Quantum control deals with
this kind of problems measuring, analyzing and providing
feedback to the system in order to implement those pro-
cedures considering that its alteration upon measurement
is not completely quantifiable. Quantum control was pro-
pelled by notable works of control in nanoscale systems
[2], in quantum feedback control [3, 4] and in quantum
systems under continuous feedback [5, 6]. Some specific
procedures of quantum control are based on exploiting
the system properties in order to drive it without the use
of projective or weak measurements [7–9]. Processes to
introduce quantum control have been recently developed
in order to discriminate states by taking measurements
and using feedback on single qubits [10–13] and on en-
tangled qubits [14].

Quantum correlations and entanglement are the basis

∗Electronic address: fdelgado@itesm.mx

for quantum computation and quantum communication.
Normally, the stability of these items is assumed, but
as almost any physical system that is not always true.
Some recent experimental work shows how to produce
entangled spin qubits in quantum dots and electron gases
[15, 16], in which, its identification and control are ba-
sic for later applications, because input variations in the
initial configuration of the entangled pair are present.
Related to this, [17] has presented some schemes of dis-
crimination and repreparation to prevent the distortion
which could emerge due to external non controllable in-
teractions enabled by parasite fields which can distort the
original state. In addition, some applications require pre-
cise knowledge of the produced state, so quantum mea-
surement is necessary to characterize it without alter it.

In this paper, we show that both, discrimination and
repreparation, are efficiently made by the previous re-
construction of the distorted state without discrimina-
tion, in agreement with the scenario and the set of pre-
scriptions given in [17]. Discrimination is optimal for a
class of generic equivalent measurements (ranging from
local until non-local measurements) and its performing
gives an efficient repreparation. Here, generic means in-
dependent from parameters of distortion. The paper is
organized as follows: Section II explains reconstruction
process related with results in [17]. Section III outlines
the discrimination process and the kind of measurements
involved under considerations in this paper. In section
IV, equivalent measurements for the discrimination are
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discussed. In section V, we depict the repreparation of
the original states after of their discrimination.

II. DISTORTION CONTROL IN HEISENBERG

INTERACTION FOR BIPARTITE QUBITS

We are dealing with the problem depicted in Figure
1. A system generates known entangled states with the
same probability, one state at a time out of two possi-
ble non-equivalent states. The user does not know which
specific state is produced and in addition, some kind of
distortion is introduced because of the magnetic interac-
tion between their parts before he has access to it. For
quantum engineering purposes, this state is required to
be identified and to be reconstructed into the original
state in the best possible way. This is a simplification of
the process presented in [15, 16]) and the control focus
differs from that presented in [17] because here we are
interested in both operations at time instead only one.
Thus, we deal with an analogous system as showed in
[17], in which, an entangled pair in one of the two possi-
ble orthogonal states introduced there is generated:

|β1〉 = |β00〉
|β2〉 = sin θ |β01〉 − cos θ |β10〉 (1)

where |βij〉 (for i, j ∈ {0, 1}) are the standard Bell states.
As in [17], θ is a parameter which provides a monotone
distinction between the states and the trace distance [18]
for them is δ(ρ1, ρ2) =

1
2Tr|ρ1 − ρ2| = sin2 θ, where ρ1 =

|β1〉 〈β1| and ρ2 = |β2〉 〈β2|. The last state, |β2〉, goes
from a similar state to |β1〉 when θ = 0 until a very
different one when θ = π/2. Note that initially, both
states are maximally entangled.
Immediately, a self-interaction ruled by the Heisen-

berg hamiltonian with a possible inhomogeneous mag-
netic field in some direction begins between the pair of
particles:

H = −J~σ1 · ~σ2 +B1σ1z +B2σ2z (2)

In agreement with [14, 17], after some time t those
states become distorted in:

|β′
1〉 = eitj(cos(b+t

′) |β00〉 − i sin(b+t
′) |β10〉)

|β′
2〉 = (e−ijt′ (2ij sin t′ + cos t′) sin θ |β01〉 −

eitj cos θ cos(b+t
′) |β10〉) +

(ieijt
′

cos θ sin(b+t
′) |β00〉 −

ib−e
−ijt′ sin θ sin t′ |β11〉)

(3)

where: b+ = (B1 +B2)/R, b− = (B1 −B2)/R, j = J/R,

R =
√

(B1 −B2)2 + 4J2 and t′ = Rt. In the following

we drop the prime in the time variable. This interaction
is trace distance preserving: δ(ρ′1, ρ

′
2) = sin2 θ. The first

state in (3) remains maximally entangled always but not
the second one; some entanglement is lost because the
distortion. [17] shown two different control procedures
for reprepare the original state, here we are selected the
first on-site control procedure which is more accurate. In
the following we refer to it as a reconstruction process
instead of repreparation process as in that work, because
we need differentiate it from the repreparation process
after of a later discrimination. So, applying an extra
homogeneous magnetic field during time T after t, we
obtain the complete evolution operator:

U(t+ T ) = Ub++δb+(T )Ub+(t) (4)

the first driving the distortion and the second one driving
the reconstruction (in a greater average field b+ → b+ +
δb+, with b− unchanged), in agreement with [14]. This
last operation has the control parameters:

T = nπ − t

δb+ =
π(2m− n(b+ − 2j + 1))

T
s

2n
= Q(j)

with : n,m, s ∈ Z (5)

where Q(j) is a rational approximation to j, with 2n as
denominator. With a suitable selection of n and s, we can
have Q(j) as close to j as we want (in the case j ∈ Q,
j = Q(j) is always possible). Thus, we obtain a quasi
evolution loop (until unitary factors) U(t+T ) = I ′, with
I ′ the diagonal matrix: I ′ = diag(1, 1, 1, e4inπδ), where
δ = j −Q(j). The reconstructed states become:

|β′′
1 〉 = (1 + ie2inπδ sin 2nπδ) |β00〉 − ie2inπδ sin 2nπδ |β10〉

|β′′
2 〉 = sin θ |β01〉 −

e2inπδ cos θ cos 2nπδ |β10〉+
ie2inπδ cos θ sin 2nπδ |β00〉

(6)

Selection of cos 4πnδ as close to 1 as possible is de-
sirable by means of a suitable n. In this sense, some
restrictions related with the nature and the knowledge
of j are remarked in [17]. The reconstruction’s average
fidelity becomes:

FN =
1

2

(

| 〈β1|β′′
1 〉 |2 + | 〈β2|β′′

2 〉 |2
)

=

= 1− 1

2
sin2 2nπδ(1 + cos2 θ) (7)

The reason of previous reconstruction is clear: take
advantage of the same properties of magnetic field which
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generates the distortion in order to make a more fea-
sible discrimination process than that obtained in [17].
Note that if no further discrimination and repreparation
is made, then FN is the Do-nothing process fidelity.

III. MEASUREMENT PROBLEM FOR

DISCRIMINATION

A. General problem of measurement for

discrimination

The general problem of measurement for discrimina-
tion is given by a set of measurement operators {Mi|i =
1, ...,m}:

m
∑

i=1

Ei =

m
∑

i=1

M †
i Mi = 1 (8)

From this set of operators we identify two subsets
which correspond to each qubit to be identified:

E1 + E2 = 1 (9)

Ek =

m
∑

i∈{i|f(i)=k}

Ei

with : k = 1, 2

where f(i) = k assigns each measurement operator Ei

with some Ek in agreement with some predefined criteria.
Then, the average fidelity is:

F̄ =
1

2

2
∑

j=1

2
∑

k=1

P
(j)
Hk

Tr(ρjρk) (10)

where ρk, ρk and ρk are the density matrices for desired,

pre-measured and reprepared states respectively. P
(j)
Hk

are the Helmstrom probabilities and their complements:

PHk
= P

(k)
Hk

= Tr(ρkEk)
1− PHk

= P
(j 6=k)
Hk

= Tr(ρkEj) (11)

for each qubit k = 1, 2.

B. Basis measurement transformations and fidelity

invariance subgroup

In order to discriminate the states presented in the last
section, we need to make some measurement in order to
decide if the premeasured state (here, distorted plus re-
constructed state) came from |β1〉 or |β2〉. The objective
of this subsection is to study some unitary transformation

which can be made on the state previously to measure-
ment, defining in this way an alternative measurement
(Fig. 2):

M ′
i = MiU ⇒ E′

i = M ′
i

†
M ′

i = U †EiU

⇒ E ′
k = U †EkU (12)

We are especially interested on those measurements
with the form:

Ek =
∑

i,j∈s

|φij〉 〈φij | (13)

where s = {(i, j)|2 − δij = k; i, j = 0, 1} and B =
{|φij〉 |i, j = 0, 1} is a complete orthogonal bipartite ba-
sis, not necessarily separable in general. The interest
in them is because they are the experimentally simplest
measurements. In particular, trough this work we will
use the three measurement basis (with element defini-
tions as in (13) in that order):

BC = {|00〉 , |01〉 , |11〉 , |10〉} (14)

BB = {|β00〉 , |β01〉 , |β10〉 , |β11〉} (15)

BR = {|ρ00〉 = |β00〉 ,
|ρ01〉 = sin θ |β01〉 − cos θ |β10〉 ,
|ρ10〉 = − cos θ |β01〉 − sin θ |β10〉 ,
|ρ11〉 = |β11〉} (16)

Note that there is an implicit correspondence between
the elements trough of the three basis, which will be im-
portant below. We will interested in the unitary trans-
formations U which leave the fidelity invariant. In spite
of (10) and (11):

P
(j)
Hk

= 〈β′
k| E ′

j |β′
k〉 (17)

= 〈β′
k|UEjU † |β′

k〉
= 〈β′

k| Ej |β′
k〉

⇔ UEj = EjU

so the strong condition is that [Ej , U ] = 0, it means that
{Ej} is invariant. Imposing the last commuting condi-
tion on a general U expressed in an arbitrary basis B
like before, we obtain by direct calculation (note that
[E1, U ] = 0 implies [E2, U ] = 0):
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U =







a1,1 0 0 b1,1
0 a2,1 b2,1 0
0 b2,2 a2,2 0

b1,2 0 0 a1,2






(18)

with :

a2i,j + b2i,j = 1; i, j = 1, 2

2
∑

k,l=1

k 6=l

ai,kbi,l = 0; i = 1, 2

By direct calculation we can show that these special
transformations are a subgroup of the unitary trans-
formations. Two special cases are the transformations
(which will be useful for our discussion), where H is
the Hadamard gate operator and C1

2 is the controlled-not
gate:

UCB = C1
2H1C1

2

=
1√
2







1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0
0 1 −1 0
1 0 0 −1






(19)

(obviously expressed in the computational basis) which
transforms the set:

MC = {EC1
= |00〉 〈00|+ |11〉 〈11| ,

EC2
= |01〉 〈01|+ |10〉 〈10|} (20)

into the equivalent set:

MB = {EB1
= |β00〉 〈β00|+ |β10〉 〈β10| ,

EB2
= |β01〉 〈β01|+ |β11〉 〈β11|} (21)

And:

UBR =







1 0 0 0
0 sin θ − cos θ 0
0 − cos θ − sin θ 0
0 0 0 1






(22)

expressed in the BB basis, which transforms:

MB′ = {EB′
1
= |β00〉 〈β00|+ |β11〉 〈β11| ,

EB′
2
= |β01〉 〈β01|+ |β10〉 〈β10|} (23)

in:

MR = {ER1
= |ρ00〉 〈ρ00|+ |ρ11〉 〈ρ11| ,

ER2
= |ρ01〉 〈ρ01|+ |ρ10〉 〈ρ10|} (24)

note that U †
CB = UCB and U †

BR = UBR.

C. Measurement implementation

Now, we will describe how to implement the last set
of measurements. For the measurements in the compu-
tational basis BC, Fig. 3a shows the single measuring of
spin in z direction on each particle. Fig. 3b shows the
previous application of transformation UCB followed by
the measurement in the computational basis BC in the
same order of identification which was mentioned after
of formula (14). In some sense, this transformation is
equivalent to the measurement in the nonlocal BB basis.
Note that an additional application of the inverse trans-
formation UCB on the measured state (not included in
the figure) gives the correct measured state in the Bell
basis, nevertheless as a further process of reconstruction
follows, this inverse transformation is skipped now. Fi-
nally, Fig. 3c shows the same procedure as in Fig. 3b but
using ancilla qubits to make the measurements by entan-
gling them with the qubits actually being discriminated
(in the sense of the Neumark’s theorem [19]). This last
measurement process is included here only as reference
of a cleaner process which does not touch the qubits of
interest.
In agreement with the last section, the use of the mea-

suring set MC or MB is completely equivalent for the
fidelity of the process (assuming that an additional re-
construction on the measured state into another same
state could be made for both cases). This sets are in-
cluded in this work to discuss that despite in [17] an
intuitive basis for discrimination was MC, an additional
attempt to use nonlocal measurements based on Bell ba-
sis and in MB does not give improving results for the
fidelity.
Similarly, if the measuring set MB′ is selected for

the discrimination by using the last equivalent procedure
with nonlocal measurement on Bell basis, it will be equi-
valent in the sense of fidelity invariance to the process
using MR (but not with MC or MB), in the order of
identification given in (14), so an additional procedure
based on the UBR transformation, to measure in that ba-
sis with this set is not necessary. The importance on
the implementation of these measurements will be ex-
plained in the following sections. The Figure 4 depicts
the relations between the basis of measurement, the mea-
surement operators and the fidelity invariance transfor-
mations discussed before.

IV. OPTIMUM PRACTICAL MEASUREMENTS

AND FIDELITIES

In the present section, we will to discuss some useful
measurement for our control problem. At this point, we
have the reconstructed states (6) and then qubits are set
far away so Heisenberg interaction stops, but other local
or non-local operations can be still applied on them. The
actual states form suggests the use of non-local measure-
ments in the Bell basis. Nevertheless, it’s well know [20]
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that the optimal POVM to discriminate both states is:

Ek = M †
kMk

Mk 6=k′ =
1− |β′′

k′〉 〈β′′
k′ |

1 + | 〈β′′
k |β′′

k′〉 |
, k, k′ = 1, 2

Einc = 1− E1 − E2 (25)

where Einc is stated for measurements which are inconclu-
sive for discriminate (note that 〈β′′

k′ |Einc|β′′
k′〉 = | 〈β′′

1 |β′′
2 〉 |

are equal for k′ = 1, 2). Nevertheless, as in this situation
both states remain orthogonal, this is equivalent to take
for Mk:

Mopk
= |β′′

k 〉 〈β′′
k | , k = 1, 2

(26)

Unfortunately this measurement basis is not experi-
mentally practical always because it depends on the pa-
rameters of reconstruction n and δ.

A. Bell basis measurements and optimum

measurement

As first approximation to the problem of find a practi-
cal basis of measurement, we propose a kind of measure-
ments of the form:

M =

1
∑

i,j=0

αij |βij〉 〈βij | (27)

Solving the optimization problem for αij parameters in
order to maximize P =

〈

β′′
k′ |M †M |β′′

k′

〉

for each k′ = 1, 2,
a direct calculation gives the critical P ’s for k′ = 1:

M1a = |β00〉 〈β00| ⇒ P1a = cos2 2nπδ

M1b = |β10〉 〈β10| ⇒ P1b = sin2 2nπδ (28)

and for k′ = 2:

M2a = |β00〉 〈β00| ⇒ P2a = sin2 2nπδ cos2 θ

M2b = |β10〉 〈β10| ⇒ P2b = cos2 2nπδ cos2 θ

M2c = |β01〉 〈β01| ⇒ P2c = sin2 θ (29)

As is expected, they depend on n and δ and there are
a conflict with both sets of measurements because de-
pending on that values, the assignation could be made
to |β′′

1 〉 or |β′′
2 〉 discrimination. Here, we will assume that

we are in the cos 4πnδ = 1 regime, so is more conve-
nient to assign |β00〉 〈β00| for the discrimination of |β′′

1 〉
and |β10〉 〈β10| for the discrimination of |β′′

2 〉. Note that
|β11〉 〈β11| is not only inconclusive for both cases but

Basis |β′′

1 〉 |β′′

2 〉

|00〉 1

2

1

2
cos2 θ

|01〉 0 1

2
sin2 θ

|10〉 0 1

2
sin2 θ

|11〉 1

2

1

2
cos2 θ

|β00〉 cos2 2nπδ cos2 θ sin2 2nπδ

|β01〉 0 sin2 θ

|β10〉 sin2 2nπδ cos2 θ cos2 2nπδ

|β11〉 0 0

|ρ00〉 cos2 2nπδ cos2 θ sin2 2nπδ

|ρ01〉 cos2 θ sin2 2nπδ cos2 θ cos2 2nπδ(1 + sin2 θ) + sin4 θ

|ρ10〉 sin2 θ sin2 2nπδ cos2 θ sin2 θ sin2 2nπδ

|ρ11〉 0 0

TABLE I: Measuring probabilities for each element of basis
|φij〉 discussed and for each reconstructed state |β′′

k 〉.

〈β11|β′′
k′ 〉 = 0, so its measurement operator can be in-

cluded in Einc or instead in E1 or E2 without effect. For
simplicity in the notation used in section II, we include
it in E1. It means that this is equivalent to use MB′ as
measurement operators for discrimination.
Nevertheless that the use of BB in (27) is not ge-

neral, there are an argument about the practicity to
use the last measurement operators. Extending the
set (26) onto two other orthogonal operators |β′′

k 〉 〈β′′
k |

for k = 3, 4. This problem can be solved by obtain
1 −M †

op1
Mop1

−M †
op2

Mop2
, then diagonalizing and cal-

culating its eigenvectors. This subspace is degenerated
so the selection is not unique. A convenient selection is
constructed with:

|β′′
3 〉 = −e−4inπδ cos θ |β01〉

+ie−2inπδ sin 2nπδ sin θ |β00〉
−e−2inπδ cos 2nπδ sin θ |β10〉

|β′′
4 〉 = |β11〉 (30)

The interest aspect is that in the cos 4πnδ = 1 regime,
this set of measurements reduces exactly to MR which
is equivalent to MB′ .

B. Fidelities

We can analyze the Helmstrom probabilities calculat-
ing | 〈φij |β′′

k 〉 |2 for each basis element of |φij〉 and for each
reconstructed state |β′′

k 〉 (Table I). With them is easy cal-
culate the Helmstron probabilities for each measurement
operator set M and finally the final fidelity. For C and
B:

FC = FB = 1− 1

2
cos2 θ (31)

And for B′ and R:
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FB′ = FR = 1− 1

2
sin2 2nπδ(1 + cos2 θ) = FN (32)

It was expected that no best fidelity of FN will be ob-
tained. The only advantage is that in this process we
has discriminated the states without additional cost (of
course if we are able to reprepare the states faithfully af-
ter of discrimination). The last fidelities are compared
in the Figure 5. It is noticeable that near from the
cos 4πnδ = 1 regime and independently of θ, fidelity is
practically 1. Far away from this regime the effects of the
specific value of magnetic field and θ mentioned in [17]
are present trough the imperfect reconstruction after of
the distortion. Note specially that near from the case
θ ≈ 0, MC or MB measuring operators become a better
option instead MB′ or MR.

C. Experimental limitations

In [17] was mentioned that the unknowledge of j can
restrict the control effectiveness. The problem is that
the term nδ in our expressions is not limited to go onto
zero in a controllable way in order to make that F → 1.
While better Q(j) will be to go j, normally n is greater.
By writing j (assuming N integer digits) as a succes-
sion of tenth powers: j =

∑∞
i=−N ai10

−i, then we obtain
by taking as rational approximation of order k only the

first k decimal digits in j: nδ = n(j −∑k

i=−N ai10
−i) =

10k
∑∞

i=k+1 ai10
−i < (ak+1 + 1)/10 < 1. But, actually

this is a shy limit because we assume that n = 10k, ne-
vertheless if the Q(j) = s/2n as in (5) is reducible, then
the last limit is lower. If j is a number with an arbitrary
number of digits, but our actual knowledge of it is just
to the k-digit, we can still use a worse rational approxi-
mation Q(j) in order to nδ becomes lower by seeking the
adequate s and n which make Q(j) reducible. To illus-
trate this, we seeking numerically the best values of Q(j)
until k = 5 digits for each j ∈ (0, 1] (note that j > 1
gives the same results for sin2 2nπδ in (32)). Results are
shown in the Figure 6. The graphic shows the best value
1 − Fmax (when θ = 0) versus j that is possible to find
until k = 5 digits of approximation for Q(j). Each point
depicts that solution and the whole graphic suggest the
density of cases for each 1 − Fmax value. This density
is clearly lower for greater values of 1 − Fmax. Below,
the cumulative distribution function, Ω, corresponding
to each 1−Fmax value. Note that around of 90% of cases
have up of 0.8 in fidelity.

V. FINAL REPREPARATION PROCESS

In this section we will analyze the final process of
repreparation after of the measurement and discrimina-
tion procedures studied before. In all cases we will as-
sume that the measurement was make in the |ij〉 basis,

after of the appropriate U transformation to induce an
equivalent non-local measurement as was studied in the
before sections.

A. Basic gates for repreparation

In the present section we will present different quantum
computational gates which serve to reprepare the state
emerging from measurement (which is always possible,
see by example [21]). In addition to C1

2 gate (which we
do not discuss here), the repreparation process from the
measured states induced by MB′ depicted in IIIC will
require the local gate Uθ = I cos θ − iZ sin θ which can
be physically generated by the qubit interaction with a
z-magnetic field Bz during τ time:

UBzτ =

(

e−iBzτ 0

0 eiBzτ

)

(33)

so Uθ = UBzτ with Bzτ = θ. An additional necessary
gate is the phase gate S, which can be obtained from
this last until a unitary factor:

S =

(

1 0

0 i

)

(34)

by selecting Bzτ = 4p+1
4 π, p ∈ Z. Hadamard gate can be

generated until a unitary factor trough the similar gates
to UBzτ , but using magnetic fields in other directions:

UBστ = I cosBστ − iΣ sinBστ (35)

with σ = x, y, z; Σ = X,Y, Z respectively. With this, the
Hadamard gate becomes (until a unitary factor):

H = UBxτ=
2p+1

2
πUByτ ′= 4q+1

4
π (36)

with p, q ∈ Z. Clearly, the operators X,Y and Z can be
obtained (until unitary factors) respectively from (33, 35)
by an adequate selection of Biτ = 2p+1

2 π with i = x, y, z
and p ∈ Z.

B. Final repreparation

After of discrimination, based on the knowledge of the
original state (with sufficient certainty) we can apply
a set of transformations in order to recover the origi-
nal state, in agreement with the fidelity (31). The cen-
tral aspects here is to note that HUθH |j〉 = cos θ |j〉 −
i sin θ |j ⊕ 1〉, where j = 0, 1 and ⊕ is the sum module
two; and C1

2HC1
2 is the transformation between computa-

tional basis and Bell basis depicted in section III. With
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|ij〉 Uj+1,ij |βj+1〉

|00〉 (C1

2
H1C

1
2) |β1〉

|01〉 (C1

2
H1C

1
2)(Y1S1)(H1Uθ1H1) |β2〉

|11〉 (C1

2
H1C

1
2)(Y1S1X1)(H1Uθ1H1) |β2〉

TABLE II: Transformations for the repreparation process
for each one measured state identified with its discriminated
state.

that, one can easily reprepare the original state into the
discriminated state by the set of measurements MB′ in
(23), beginning from the each one of the measured states,
|ij〉 obtained trough scheme depicted in the Figure 3b (or
Figure 3c):

|βj+1〉 = Uj+1,ij |ij〉 (37)

Table II shows until unitary factors, the precise
transformations obtained from basic local and non-local
transformations in the last subsection.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this work improving the control intro-
duced in [14] by apply a general reconstruction before
discrimination. After of this last, an additional process
of repreparation give an almost perfect recovering of the
original state depending upon the precise knowledge of j
coupling constant, which appears as the most delicate
element in the whole process. The use of equivalent
measurement basis make experimentally easier the use of
appropriate non-local measurement to discriminate ade-
quately the state after of reconstruction. Obviously, some
details about the spatial management of pair of qubits
are disregarded. Future work should be directed towards
improving the control dependence on j and their control
of spatial position, by example using ion traps as in [8],
because this is an central aspect in the whole control of
the pair.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 Graphic description of the complete pro-
cess of discrimination and repreparation including the
”Heisenberg distortion”. The system generates one out
of two possible non equivalent bipartite entangled states.
Then, during time t, the magnetic interaction introduces
an internal distortion. The user apply for some time T
a reconstruction procedure still under Heisenberg inte-
raction in order to reduce the possibility of error in the
discrimination. After, some kind of convenient measure-
ment is applied to discriminate the original state and
finally some adequate repreparation process to recover
the original state.

Figure 2 Quantum circuit containing a unitary trans-
formation U preceding the measurement and addi-
tional transformation U ′ following (by example, used for
repreparation). The whole effect is to define a new mea-
surement M ′

i = MiU . Note that the measurement device
includes both qubits indicating a possible non-local mea-
surement.

Figure 3 Quantum circuits containing different mea-
surement implementations. a) Basic measurement in the
computational basis, b) transformation for make non lo-
cal measurement in the Bell basis, and c) implementation
of Bell non local measurements with ancilla qubits.

Figure 4 Relations between the fidelity invariance
transformations relating different measurement basis,
which leave invariant and related some measurement op-
erators.

Figure 5 Comparison between FC = FB (black) and
FB′ = FR (chessboard layer) fidelities.

Figure 6 Best values for 1−Fmax for each j ∈ (0, 1] by
selecting the best Q(j) until k = 5 digits which minimizes
nδ. Below, the corresponding cumulative distribution
function, Ω.
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